CLA IR E HOOPER           HEKATE

In the Ancient world, the gate-guarding goddess, Hekate, appeared
at openings, doorways and forking paths. From her earliest invocations, she overflowed with a surplus of meaning, depicted as
a three-bodied figure on public gateposts and pillars, looking
in multiple directions. As well as civic roads, Hekate protected
private pathways, too: the canals into the body. She was a goddess
of fertility and motherhood, watching over the thresholds of birth
and death.
Claire Hooper’s exhibition Hekate is at once a temple, a spa, a birthing suite, a grotto. Watercolour and batik works furnish the
gallery rooms; the delicate watercolour pieces unfold as tiles along
the walls and evoke sliced gemstones, while the batiks shroud
the doorways connecting the various rooms, to create a set of
secluded chambers.
An underworld goddess with roots in a pre-Olympian world,
Hekate was always something of an outsider in Ancient Greek
culture, and viewed with suspicion. She was revered and feared:
the playwright Socrates imagined her as a witch and necromancer, ‘crowned with oak and woven coils of fierce serpents’,
while the Roman poet Lucan took up the mantle, and described
her as a repulsive figure, the underworld becoming a sort of
quarantine zone: ‘You, Hekate, rotting goddess, with your pallid
decaying body, you who have to wear a mask’, he wrote. Protector
and gorgon, immortal yet ruined, Hekate slipped between categories: a goddess of fertility and poison; a lookout that also looked
down, or in. Today, Hekate is claimed by feminists as a symbol of
female wisdom and occult introspection. She hovers over Nisha
Ramayya’s poem, ‘Pensive Reflection’ (2017), which describes
a guardian of the earth and inner realms: ‘Lookouts lie face
down, mouths open to the earth, swallowing the matter of their
warnings. Lookouts are snakes.’
The batiks and watercolours of Hekate slip between categories as
they provide pensive thinking points. Hooper courts abstraction
by replicating the ornate patterns found inside rocks and stones,
particularly agate. The Ancients coveted agate, which could be
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found on the shoreline of the Achates River in Sicily. The stone
was thought to have mystical properties on account of the wild
stripes of colour within– bands of soft brown, rust, green and
amber quartz, sometimes appearing in zigzags and swirls, evoking
lacework. And yet, in Hooper’s patterned surfaces, abstraction is
countered by encryption. On closer inspection, the bands appear
to hold the ripple of a nose, a mouth – a hidden face emerges. The
encrypted profiles are subtle, sometimes shy – they are prone to
disappear into motif once again. That slippery openness gives
Hooper’s surfaces their power: in Hekate’s chambers, the imagination is allowed to run riot, each of the works like vessels, which the
viewers’ gaze will fill.
This conversation took place on the eve of Hooper’s exhibition.
Masked up like Lucan’s Hekate, we spoke about magical materialism, witchcraft, virtual landscapes, and shrines. Between us sat
a pair of sugared biscuits, which Hooper described as a kind of
votive offering – for Hekate then. We left them untouched.
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IZA BELLA SCOTT

Hekate, who gives the show its title, is the Ancient Greek goddess
of pathways, crossroads, and boundaries. How did you first
encounter her?
CLA IRE HOOPER

I’ve been looking at Greek and Sumerian mythologies for many
years. I’d say my interest began as a kind of semiotic exercise.
I was reading Hesiod, an ancient Greek poet who was around at
the same time as Homer. He collated and sung the local creation
myths, before there really was a ‘Greece’, in a poem known as the
Theogony – the genealogy of the gods. Greek myth was fundamentally plural, because of the dispersed geography of the islands, and
the orality of the tradition. In Hesiod’s telling, myth is generative:
the initial state of the universe was Chaos from which everything
else emerged. The gods, born out of Chaos, began to reproduce,
sometimes with each other and sometimes on their own through
parthenogenesis, and Hesiod maps a kind of never-ending family
tree. There are thousands of gods and goddesses, daemons and
spirits, but they are often also the embodiment, the figure, of an
idea. So myth and semiotics combine, and the creation of the gods
also becomes the creation of meaning.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

Hekate is one of several underworld goddesses that feature in
your oeuvre – alongside Nyx and Eris. What do these figures represent semiotically? Is the underworld a way of speaking about
female identity?
CLA IRE HOOPER

I like the fact that Hekate appears in the myth of Persephone,
the goddess of spring who was abducted to the underworld.
Hekate helps Demeter in the search for Persephone – she points:
go this way. From that micro-narrative moment, she becomes the
goddess of directions.
I reached for Hekate because there are certain side characters or
minor figures, many documented by Hesiod, that catch my
interest. Hekate is one of them. Lyssa is another one – the goddess
of rage.
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Myth can function semiotically, but it also has a narrative in cult.
Hekate is considered an Ancient Greek figure, and she appears in
Hesiod’s genealogy, but she is understood to be pre-Olympian, to
hail from Asia Minor, to appear in Sumerian myth – so from a
much earlier, Mesopotamian imaginary. What I love about myth
is the way it is so flexible. A professor of philology at Bonn
University explained this to me during the time I had a show at
the Bonner Kunstverein in 2014. I was so excited to meet this
woman, Elena Pallantza – whose post was once held by Nietzsche!
– she considered myth as a flexible structure: each god or goddess
a concept that will influence a narrative, and be influenced by it.
At the time, I was screening my films Eris (2011) and Nyx (2010),
both of which revolve around different underworld goddesses
– Eris, the goddess of Strife; and Nyx, the goddess of the Night.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

Hekate (2021) is in some way an exhibition that’s also a temple. It’s
reminiscent of your past show, Clay as Bread and Dust as Wine
(2016), where you lined the walls of the gallery with watercolours,
to evoke the lost temple of the Sumerian goddess Ereshkigal. This
show is also a room of watercolours that appear as stones: sliced
agate, geodes, decorative inlay. But this time, encrypted profiles
can be found in the watercolours. Who do these faces belong to?
CLA IRE HOOPER

What emerges from the lines and stripes are silhouettes, profiles.
They are the female line of my immediate family: my mother, my
daughter, me. Leto (2021) shows the face of my adopted sister,
Danielle Marie Shillingford and one of her sons. (She is Eris in the
video we made in 2011 with Beatrice Dillon and Lioness). I wanted
to create the simplest representation of the face – a profile – that
could undulate like agate and allow for moments when the lines
could slip into abstraction. So the rippling line is in some ways
recognisable – it shows lips, nose and mouth – but it is also layered
with stripes and sediments that begin to evoke the watery geodes
on the walls of Clay as Bread and Dust as Wine (2016).

is sliced very thinly, so that a recurring pattern can be created out
of something that is actually unique. But the repeat is imperfect:
with each slice, the pattern changes very slightly, it begins to drift
– which is what happens with these profiles.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

Rather than printing like a tiler might, you work by hand. There
is variation both in the line, as you say, but also in the colour
– because watercolour drifts, too. What’s your technique?
CLA IRE HOOPER

I use my studio floor as a palette and lots of big brushes! Part of it
is knowing what your paint is going to do. I use a mixture of very
cheap watercolour paints, and very expensive ones. I like how the
cheaper, chalkier paint breaks up, and collects in pools. The
expensive paint is more soft and even. I like the combination of
elegance and grit. Watercolour is chemically very simple; it’s just
oxgall, gum arabic, mineral pigment and water.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

You’ve often cited the rock lover and material mystic, Roger
Caillois (1913–78) as an influence. Caillois pored over the whorls
and swirls hidden in stones. He believed his collection of rocks
– sliced onyx, jasper and agate – contained secret ciphers of the
universe. What attracts you to Caillois’s lapidary fantasies?
CLA IRE HOOPER

With these works, which have four or five sections that fit
together, I was thinking of decorative inlay, which so often appears in baroque churches, and the way in which agate or marble

I’m obsessed with Roger Caillois. I have his book, The Writing of
Stones, [La Lecture des Pierres] (1970) on my bedside. I was thinking
of Caillois when I hid facial profiles into the watercolours, which
also evoke stones. Caillois spoke to the human instinct towards
finding meaning, instead of chaos, and I think myth navigates
this same instinct. I love rock surfaces, inlay and optical illusions.
I Gesuiti in Venice is a baroque church which has an incredible
damask patterned interior, decorated with green and white
marble, there is a pulpit with curtains flowing in the breeze,
entirely of inlaid marble; the altar steps give the illusion of a
Chinese silk rug – in black and bright yellow marble inlay. The
yellow inlay almost glistens, like rich gold thread, and the mosaic
carpet appears to have been thrown down the steps.
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As much as I wanted tiled watercolours in Hekate to evoke inlay,
I also wanted them to seem alive and bodily, too. As the tiles join
to create a pattern, they begin to almost look intestinal – and
perhaps a bit silly too? The orange, brown and yellow looks a bit
like 1970s wallpaper. I want the motifs to hold all of these qualities:
illusion, humour, god, flesh.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

Geometry always hints towards infinity – the repeated pattern, or
motif, that could go on infinitely. In another set of watercolours,
the perspective shifts away from the rock-like C-section to something closer to a landscape view. In these watercolours, pathways
made of ribbons traverse over glowing backdrops, some of these
paths splitting into Y-junctions, often evoking faces. Is Hekate
encoded here too?
CLA IRE HOOPER

For these, I made models from strips of card bent to hold the shape
of a profile. I lit these profiles and then made observational drawings, capturing the light and shadow. Crossroads (2021) is both a
Y-junction, but it also holds the faces of my mum, my daughter
and me. In a sense it could be any family really it’s not actually
so important that it’s mine.

IZA BELLA SCOTT

In some ways, the watercolours are reminiscent of Rorschach
inkblots, in that I, as a viewer, might see a face, a skull, a pathway,
depending on what’s already in one’s mind. Some, like The Path #1
(2021), look quite hallucinatory, as the ribbon pathway leads into
streaky orange horizon. In other ways, they recall 1990s virtual
landscapes – the abstract cliffs of the puzzle video game Myst,
or the fantasy vistas of Second Life.
CLA IRE HOOPER

There is something of the virtual Wild West in those watercolours
– high noon, sunset, desert landscapes. Something’s a bit hot.
They’re actually hallucinations, of sorts – visions I had when I was
heavily pregnant, on the edge of sleep and shortly after having my
baby. A bright tunnel or path between cliff faces, made from the
presences of my female ancestors and descendants like in a hall of
mirrors. My cousin said to me, before I gave birth, that there is one
life you have before you have a child, and another life after, and
they are really two different lives. In some ways, this means that
in becoming a parent, you die and return – perhaps you pass
through the underworld, or the underworld passes through you?
I thought about the goddesses that have interested me all these
years: Nyx the goddess of the night, Eris, the goddess of strife, and
Ereshkigal, the Sumerian goddess of the underworld.

IZA BELLA SCOTT

In traditional representations, Hekate appeared on columns,
or gateposts, facing in three directions – a kind of lookout. But in
your Y-junction painting, the three faces look inwards. Why?
CLA IRE HOOPER

IZA BELLA SCOTT

The exhibition includes black and white batik, which hang from
the walls, and shroud doorways. They are made of linen, painted
with wax and then bleached and dyed. They are theatrical. Were
you thinking of the exhibition as a kind of set?

This question of seeking direction: it’s something that happens in
every person’s life, these moments when we ask: What do I do?
Where do I go? Hekate has been reached for by so many different
generations. She was immensely popular amongst the Romans,
who had cults and shrines to her at doorframes, crossroads,
gateposts – places where a little votive offering might be left,
perhaps a glass of water, some food. At other thresholds – in cliffs
or caves, where the sky, sea and earth meet – there might be more
significant offerings, an animal sacrifice. Today, witches everywhere venerate Hekate.

The exhibition is a bit theatrical, but that’s not new for me! No, it’s
not really a set as such – though I have made work like that before.
I wanted to create a kind of antechamber with these works,
working with the architecture, so that one would emerge from the
darkened entrance to the bright gallery. Something very intimate
and close. The process of batik is very new to me, but I hoped for
the linen to have the same weight and texture as the watercolours,
but in negative, also the process of painting and diluting the
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CLA IRE HOOPER

colour is similar, the patterns introduce the idea of rock formations, or of the body. The black is more of a midnight blue actually,
and light comes through the bleached areas in soft browns.
Hanging the show is archaeological, like putting together a puzzle
from which there are missing pieces. Some of the watercolours
have so many ways they could fit together I can’t even remember
them all. The process of assembling them is like a performance.
IZA BELLA SCOTT

Hekate has been claimed as the goddess of witchcraft and magic.
In some sense, this is part of a feminist move to pull back
the layers of misogyny that accreted over time, which have
interpreted Hekate as a toxic goddess – the goddess of poisons,
serpents, a rotting goddess, described as so noxious she had
to wear a mask. Do you find something to reclaim in these
representations of Hekate?
CLA IRE HOOPER

Stories of death, mortality, pestilence and plague have ancient
Sumerian roots, and are associated with Ereshkigal and other
figures of death and rebirth. But I see Ereshkigal and her descendants as representing a cultic practice that acknowledged the
stages a female body might go through. There are points in the
Sumerian text I worked with before in which the goddess’s body is
described as an empty vessel – her hair bunched up like leeks … It’s
important to acknowledge the depressive, postpartum stages,
switching off, turning inwards and the work that is done by the
body regardless of the will or the mind’s intention, the things
which are done alone, experiences of the Night. Hekate is also
associated with madness, snakes, labyrinths, etc. I claim all of it.
I love the work of the Polish artist Maria Loboda. Much of her
work is to do with hidden powers – an object that looks benevolent, but secretly has a hex on it for example, or is the physical
embodiment of an incantation. I want the works in the show to
appear a little like that – objects that hide their mysticism within.
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